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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a video game apparatus using a program-data recording medium, for example, a cassette recording medium using therein an optical disk, a magnetic disk, and a semiconductor memory. It also relates to a character-behavior-instructing method and a recording medium containing therein a character-behavior-instructing program which are to be used for a video game.

[0002] Hitherto, a large number of game systems have been proposed, such as a system consisting of a home-use dedicated machine with a television monitor, a business-use dedicated machine, and a system consisting of a personal computer or a computer workstation, a display, and a sound-output device.

[0003] All of these game systems or machines are composed of a controller to be operated by a game player, a machine-readable recording medium containing therein game program data, a CPU for controlling the production of sounds and images on the basis of the game program data, a processor for producing images, a processor for producing sounds, a CRT for displaying images, and a speaker for outputting sounds. As the recording medium, a CD-ROM (compact-disk read-only memory), a semiconductor memory, and a cassette medium containing therein a semiconductor memory are frequently employed.

[0004] One of the games considered to be performable in a game system such as that described above is a ski-jumping competition game in which a simulated ski-jumping hill is provided in a game space and a character simulating a ski-jumping competitor displayed on a display means competes for scores of ski-jumping.

[0005] According to proposals hitherto made in this field, the ski-jumping competition game can be considered to be the following kind. A simulated ski-jumping competitor on a simulated ski-jumping hill displayed on a display means starts a run-up action according to an instruction issued by a game player by use of, for example, a button or buttons of a game controller, and when the ski-jumping competitor has reached a takeoff point of the jumping hill run-up, an instruction for leaping out from the takeoff point is then issued by the game player by use of the same or a different button of the controller. A game of this kind, however, requires a game player to instruct the takeoff point only when the operation stick is kept bent in a single direction; whereby a preparatory operation for the jump action can be performed, and a video game providing increased simulation realism can be realized.

[0006] Furthermore, a game space that simulates an actual ski-jumping hill comprising an approach and a takeoff and a character that simulates an actual ski-jumping competitor may be provided, detection may be performed for the position of the ski-jumping competitor on the approach corresponding to the takeoff at the time in which the bend angle of the operation stick is changed, and jump conditions for the ski-jumping competitor may then be determined on the basis of changed information regarding the bend angle of the operation stick and the detected position; whereby the jump distance can be arranged to be variable depending upon whether or not the operation stick is appropriately operated, enhancing the interest of the video game.

[0007] This object is fulfilled by the video game apparatus according to claim 1, the character-behavior-instructing method according to claim 4 and the recording medium according to claim 5. Preferred embodiments are subject to the dependent claims.

[0008] Advantageously, according to the present invention, there is provided increased simulation realism in the game operation for the jump action.

[0009] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a video game apparatus, characterized in that the jump conditions include a leap-out angle of the ski-jumping competitor.

[0010] In the present invention, after a run-up start instruction is given, the character may be allowed to perform a run-up action only when the operation stick is kept bent in a single direction; whereby a preparatory operation for the jump action can be performed, and a video game providing increased simulation realism can be realized.

[0011] One way of carrying out the invention is described in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a game system as an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a drawing showing an image picture of a game;
Fig. 3 is a drawing showing an image picture of the game;
Fig. 4 is a drawing showing an image picture of the game;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram showing functional blocks of a CPU and an A-button of a stick-type controller; and
Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a subroutine for a run-up action.

[0012] Referring to Fig. 1, a schematic diagram, a description will be given of a configuration of a game system 1 of a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

[0013] The game system 1 according to this embodiment comprises a game-machine main assembly, a television monitor 2 to display game images, an amplifying circuit 3 and speaker 4 to output game sounds, and a recording medium 5 containing therein game data comprised of image data, sound data, and program data. For reference, the recording medium 5 is, for example, a so-called cassette ROM, an optical disk, or a flexible disk that is housed in a plastic package and contains therein game data and program data for an operating system.
The game-machine main assembly has the following configuration. Addresses and a bus 7 composed of data and a control bus are connected to a CPU 6; a RAM 8, an interface circuit 9, an interface circuit 10, a signal processor 11, an image processor 12, an interface circuit 13, and an interface circuit 14 are connected to the bus 7; a controller 16 is connected to the interface circuit 10 via an operation-information interface circuit 15; a D/A converter 17 is connected to the interface circuit 13; and a D/A converter 18 is connected to the interface circuit 14.

Sectional constitution of this configuration and functions of constituents such as the processors and controller are described below.

The RAM 8, the interface circuit 9, and the recording medium 5 constitute a memory section 19; the CPU 6, the signal processor 11, and the image processor 12 constitute a control section 20 that controls the game progress; the interface circuit 10, the operation-information interface circuit 15, and the controller 16 constitute an operational-input section 21; the television monitor 2, the interface circuit 13, and the D/A converter 17 constitute an image display section 22; and the amplifying circuit 3, the speaker 4, the interface circuit 14, and D/A converter 18 constitute a sound-output section 23.

The signal processor 11 mainly performs calculations in a three-dimensional space, calculation for positional transformation from a three-dimensional space to a pseudo-three-dimensional space, calculation of light sources, and creation and manipulation of sound data. The image processor 12 refers to results of the calculations performed by the signal processor 11 to perform writing of data of an image to be created in the RAM 8, for example, writing of texture data for polygons in an area of the RAM 8.

The controller 16 comprises a start button 16a, an A-button 16b, a B-button 16c, a cross key 16d, a stick-type controller 16e, a left trigger button 16f, a right trigger button 16g, a C1 button 16h, a C2 button 16i, a C3 button 16j, a C4 button 16k, a connector 16m, and a depth trigger button 16n. The connector 16m is designed so as to be attached to, for example, a removable memory that temporarily stores therein data such as game-progress data.

The stick-type controller 16e has almost the same configuration as a joy stick of game systems. The controller 16e comprises a stick (an operation rod) 16p installed upright therein, which is bendable or pivotable about a predetermined support point in the direction of 360°, including the left-right and back-forth directions. Conforming to the bend direction and bend angle of the stick 16p, an x-coordinate value in the left-right direction and a y-coordinate value in the back-forth direction (up-down direction in Fig. 1), both coordinates being based on the original upright position, are arranged to be sent to the CPU 6 via the interface circuits 15 and 10.

Regarding the configuration of the aforementioned game system 1, it varies according to its use, for example, for home use or business use. For home-use configuration of the game system 1, the television monitor 2, the amplifying circuit 3, and the speaker 4 are separated from the game-machine main assembly. For business-use configuration of the game system 1, however, all the components shown in Fig. 1 are integrally packaged in a single housing.

When the game system 1 is configured on the basis of a personal computer or a workstation as a nucleus, the television monitor 2 corresponds to a display unit of the computer; the image processor 12 corresponds to part of the game program data recorded in the recording medium 5 or hardware on an expansion slot mounted on an expansion board of the computer; and interface circuits 9, 10, 13, and 14, D/A converters 17 and 18, and the operation-information interface circuit 15 correspond to the hardware on the expansion slot mounted on the expansion board of the computer. Regarding the RAM 8, it corresponds to the main memory or the expansion memory area of the computer.

In this embodiment, a description will be given taking an example case where the game system 1 is configured for home use.

Hereinbelow, an overall operation of the game system 1 will be described with reference to Fig. 1.

When a power switch (not shown) is turned on and then the game system 1 is powered on, in accordance with an operating system which is stored in the recording medium 5, the CPU 6 reads data of images, sounds, and the game program from the recording medium 5, and all or part of the CPU-read data is transferred to the RAM 8 to be stored therein. The CPU 6 then commands the game to proceed on the basis of the game program data contained in the RAM 8 and instructions issued by a game player by use of the controller 16. In particular, the CPU 6 generates commands as its task for creating images and outputting sounds as and when required by instructions issued by a game player by use of the controller 16.

On the basis of the CPU-generated commands, the signal processor 11 performs calculations such as a character-position calculation and a light-source calculation in a three-dimensional space (the same as in a two-dimensional space, as a matter of course) and creation and manipulation of sound data.

Consequently, on the basis of results of the aforementioned calculations by the signal processor 11, the image processor 12 performs writing of an image to be created in the RAM 8, and the like. The data written in the RAM 8 is then transferred to the D/A converter 17 via the interface circuit 13 in which the data is converted to an analog signal, and then the data is transferred to the television monitor 2 to be displayed on a display screen thereof as an image. On the other hand, the data which has been output from the signal processor 11 is transferred to the D/A converter 18 via the interface circuit 14 in which the data is converted to an analog signal, and then it is transferred to the speaker 4 via the amplifying circuit 3 to be output from the speaker 4 as sounds.
Next, a description will be given of examples of display images of a game to be played with this game system with reference to Figs. 2 through 4. Figs. 2 through 4 each shows a drawing of the display image.

This game system allows a game simulating a ski-jumping competition to be performed, displaying a character simulating a competitor of the ski-jumping competition on a screen. As Figs. 2 through 4 show, a ski-jumping competitor 31 is displayed substantially in the center of the screen, the highest score is displayed at an upper left corner of the screen, the wind direction and the wind speed are displayed below the highest score, the bent angle of the ski-jumping competitor 31 against the horizontal line is displayed below the wind speed, the jump distance achieved by the ski-jumping competitor 31 is displayed in an upper central area of the screen, and the height of the ski-jumping competitor 31 is displayed in a central right area of the screen.

Fig. 2 is a drawing showing the ski-jumping competitor 31 in a stand-by state, in which an approach 33 of a ski-jumping hill 32 is seen below the ski-jumping competitor 31 and the angle is shown as almost the horizontal. In this state, when an instructing means (such as the A-button 16b of the controller 16) to allow the character to start the run-up action is operated in this state, the run-up action is then started.

Fig. 3 is a drawing in which the visual point position is behind the ski-jumping competitor 31, the approach 33 extends forward, and the angle of the ski-jumping competitor 31 is shown as a bent-forward style along the approach 33.

Fig. 4 is a drawing showing the ski-jumping competitor 31 approaching a takeoff 34. As will be described later, when the competitor 31 has arrived at a position immediately before the takeoff 34, operating the stick-type controller 16e will cause a jump action to be performed.

In the game with this game system 1, similarly to the actual ski-jumping competition, scores are calculated by the total of a distance score and a style score so that a single game player plays the game aiming at a high score, or a plurality of game players compete with each other for scores by alternately operating the controller 16.

Next, the function of the CPU 6 will be described below using Fig. 5 and referring to Figs. 2 through 4.

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram showing the CPU 6 and function means therein included, the stick-type controller 16e, and the A-button 16b. As therein shown, the function means included in the CPU 6 are controller-operation detection means 61, jump control means 62, flying-form control means 63, and score control means 64.

The controller-operation detection means 61 detects an on-off state of the A-button 16b and values of the x-coordinate and y-coordinate which correspond to the bend direction and the bend angle of the stick 16p, the bend angle and the bend direction being transferred from the stick-type controller 16e.

The jump control means 62, which controls a jump action of the ski-jumping competitor 31 displayed on the screen, comprises the following functions (A) through (H):

(A) When the A-button 16b in the stand-by state, as shown in Fig. 2, is turned on, the jump control means 62 sends a run-up start instruction signal to the signal processor 11 to instruct the competitor 31 to start a run-up action.

(B) After the time point wherein the run-up start instruction signal is output, the jump-control means 62 determines whether the stick 16p of the stick-type controller 16e is bent in one direction, for example, to the back end, and when it finds that the stick 16p is not bent to the back end (in the downward direction in Fig. 1), it sends a run-up start instruction signal to the signal processor 11 to allow the competitor 31 to perform a jump action. Therefore, the ski-jumping competitor 31 will start the jump action along the approach 33 unless the stick 16p of the stick-type controller 16e is bent to the back end in advance and this bent state is maintained when allowing the competitor 31 to start the run-up action by turning on the A-button 16b.

(C) The jump control means 62 records in the RAM 8 (Fig. 1) the changed information (bent trails of the stick 16p) of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate which is output from the stick-type controller 16e when the stick 16p thereof is operated in the direction from the back end toward the upright position (upward direction in Fig. 1), i.e. the x-coordinate and y-coordinate values of preset sampling time.

(D) The jump control means 62 performs detection of the position of the ski-jumping competitor 31 for the takeoff 34 of the ski-jumping hill 32 when the stick 16p is operated in the direction from the backward position toward the upright position, i.e. when a jump instruction signal is output. This detection is performed by calculation of the distance between the values of the x-coordinate of the takeoff 34 and the y-coordinate of the ski-jumping competitor 31 in the game space.

(E) The jump control means 62 determines a jump reception time which accepts the changed information of the x-coordinate and y-coordinate values which are output from the stick-type controller 16e. This jump reception time is preset from the time where a jump instruction signal is output. When the jump reception time has elapsed or the stick 16p is bent to the back end (upward direction in Fig. 1), the means 62 determines the jump conditions described below and allows the ski-jumping competitor 31 to leap out in the air.

(F) The jump control means 62 determines the jump conditions on the basis of the changed information of the x-coordinate and y-coordinate values which
are output from the stick-type controller 16e and the position of the ski-jumping competitor 31 when a jump instruction is output. The jump conditions are, for example, the leap-out angle by which the jump distance is determined. For instance, if the stick 16p is operated at a high speed, a jump action is performed at an appropriate angle and the jump distance increases. If the stick 16p is operated in a somewhat diagonally rightward direction, the jump action is then performed at a leap-out angle in a somewhat diagonally rightward direction, the same as the stick 16p.

(G) The jump control means 62 controls the flight style of the ski-jumping competitor 31 in the air after the jump action is performed on the basis of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate values which are output from the stick-type controller 16e. For instance, the jump action is performed in a rightward direction, operating the stick 16p in the leftward direction allows the jump attitude to be corrected.

(H) If the A-button 16b is turned on during the jump action, the jump control means 62 allows the ski-jumping competitor 31 to perform a landing action. The jump-control means 62 controls the landing action on the basis of the flight height of the competitor 31 when the A-button 16b is turned on. For instance, if the flight height of the competitor 31 is excessively low when the A-button 16b is turned on, the jump control means 62 forces the landing action to fail.

[0038] The scoring control means 63 calculates the scores similarly to an actual jumping competition. It calculates the scores of the ski-jumping competitor with a distance score that is set according to the distance jumped and style score that is set according to style such as flight style and landing posture, and adopts a scoring method which is based on the actual competition scoring rule by programming. To achieve these, the scoring control means 63 comprises the stick-type controller 16e and operation data of the buttons and operation timing data thereof. For reference, when the landing action has failed, the score is zero.

[0039] Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a subroutine for a run-up action. When the A-button 16b is turned on in the state shown in Fig. 2, the run-up action is started and the process enters this subroutine.

[0040] First, a determination is performed of whether or not the stick 16p of the stick-type controller 16e is bent to the back end (step ST100). If the stick 16p is determined to have been bent to the back end (YES in step ST100), it is then determined whether or not the ski-jumping competitor 31 has reached the takeoff (step ST110). If the ski-jumping competitor 31 is found to have not yet reached the takeoff (NO in step ST110), the routine of steps ST100 and ST110 is repeated.

[0041] In this step 110, however, if the stick 16p is determined to have not been bent to the back end and if the ski-jumping competitor 31 is determined to have reached the takeoff (NO in step 100; YES in step 110), the jump instruction signal is then output, the position of the competitor 31 at this time on the approach 33 for the takeoff of the ski-jumping hill 32 is detected, and the processing then shifts to the processing for the jump action (step ST120). If the competitor 31 is determined to have already reached the takeoff of the jumping hill 32 (YES in step ST110), it is then assumed to be YES in step ST130 and the processing directly proceeds to step ST170.

[0042] Then, a determination is performed of whether or not the ski-jumping competitor 31 has reached the takeoff (step ST130) of the jumping hill 32. If the competitor 31 is determined to have reached the takeoff (YES in step ST130), the processing proceeds to step ST170. If the competitor 31 is found to have not yet reached the takeoff (NO in step ST130), it is then determined whether or not the stick 16p of the stick-type controller 16e has been bent to the front end (step ST140). In step ST140, if the stick 16p is determined to have been bent to the front end (YES in step ST140), the processing proceeds to step ST170.

[0043] If the stick 16p is determined to have not been bent to the front end (NO in step ST140), however, it is then determined whether or not the jump reception time has elapsed (step ST150). Until the reception time has elapsed (NO in step ST150), the current values of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate of the stick 16p are recorded in the RAM 8 (step ST160). The processing then returns to step ST170.

[0044] If the jump reception time is determined to have elapsed (YES in step ST150), the processing proceeds to step ST170. Consecutively in step ST170, jump conditions are determined on the basis of the changed information of the values of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate which are sequentially recorded in the RAM 8, i.e. bend trails of the stick 16p, and the position of the ski-jumping competitor which has been detected in step ST120. Then, the ski-jumping competitor 31 receives a jump instruction, i.e. the competitor 31 is instructed for a takeoff action (step ST180), and this subroutine terminates.

[0045] As described above, in this embodiment, the stick-type controller 16e which is bendable from its upright position in the direction of 360°, including the left-right and back-forth directions, is used; the run-up action is allowed to be performed in a state where the stick 16p is bent to the back end; and the jump action is allowed to be performed by a bend operation of the stick 16p to the upright position; whereby, as compared to the operation in which buttons are simply pushed, an action more similar to a takeoff action in the actual jumping competition can be performed, and a video game providing simulation realism can be performed.

[0046] The present invention is not limited to the above embodiment and the following modifications (a) through (e) may be employed:
(a) The operation of the stick 16p to the back end to allow the ski-jumping competitor 31 to perform the run-up action is not limited to an operation to a position exactly in the center of the back end and it may be performed within a predetermined width. Also, as long as the stick 16p is bent to an allowable position, it may be operated from its upright position to the back end in any direction.

(b) The above embodiment is applied to the ski-jumping competition, but it may be applied to other competitions involving a jump action to be performed after a run-up action, such as a high-jump competition, long-jump competition, and pole-vault competition.

(c) In the above embodiment, the stick-type controller 16e is bendable from its upright position in the direction of 360°, including left-right and back-forth directions; however, not limiting to it, a stick-type controller that is bendable from its upright position in at least one direction may be used. In this modification, the run-up action may be arranged to be performed by a bend operation to an end in a single direction and the jump action may be arranged to be performed by a returning operation of the stick 16p to the upright position. Furthermore, a stick-type controller that is bendable from its upright position in the back-forth direction may be used.

(d) In the above embodiment, the stick-type controller 16e is bent to a back end and then bent back to the upright position to cause a run-up action; however, the reverse operation may be possible. That is, the controller 16e may be bent to the front end and may be bent back to the upright position to cause the run-up action.

(e) In the above embodiment, the stick-type controller 16e is bent to the back end to cause the run-up action; however, it may be possible for the stick-type controller 16e to be kept in the upright without operation thereof and from the upright position, it may be bent to any direction to cause the jump action. This provides the same effects as those in the above embodiment.

[0047] As described above, in the present invention, a video game apparatus is provided in which a character is allowed to perform a jump action in a game space given therein, after a run-up start instruction is issued, the character is allowed to perform a jump action in response to a change of bend angle of an operation stick which is bendable at least in a single direction; whereby an operation for the jump action simulating an actual jump action can be performed, and a video game providing increased simulation realism can be realized.

[0048] In addition, in the present invention, after a run-up start instruction is given, the character is allowed to perform a run-up action only when the operation stick is kept bent in a single direction; whereby a preparatory operation for the jump action can be performed, and a video game providing increased simulation realism can be realized. Furthermore, in the present invention, a game space that simulates an actual ski-jumping hill comprising an approach and a takeoff and a character that simulates an actual ski-jumping competitor are provided, detection is performed for the position of the ski-jumping competitor on the approach corresponding to the takeoff at the time when the bend angle of the operation stick is changed, and jump conditions for the ski-jumping competitor are then determined on the basis of changed information regarding the bend angle of the operation stick and the detected position; whereby the jump distance varies depending upon whether or not the operation stick is appropriately operated, enhancing the interest of the video game.

[0050] While the present invention has been described with reference to what is presently considered to be the preferred embodiment, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiment and modifications. On the contrary, the invention is within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A video game apparatus in which a simulated actual ski-jumping competitor character (31) displayed on display means (2) is allowed to perform a jumping action in a game space that simulates an actual ski-jumping hill comprising an approach and a takeoff, comprising:

- a stick type controller (16e) comprising an operation stick (16p) bendable at least in one direction from its upgrade position, and outputting information regarding at least one bend angle of a bend direction in an x- and y-coordinate and a bend angle of said operation stick (16p);
- an instruction means including a button (16b) for instructing said character (31) to start a run-up action;
- a controller-operator detecting means (61) for detecting an on-off state of the button (16b) and values of x-coordinate and y-coordinate corresponding to the bend direction and the bend angle of the operation stick (16p), wherein a jump instruction is given by the operation of the operation stick (16p); and
- jump control means (62) for allowing, after the run-up instructions is given, said character (31) to perform a jump action upon receiving the information regarding the bend angle of said operation stick (16p),
- said jump control means (62) determines the jump conditions on the basis of the changed information of the x-coordinate and y-coordinate values outputted from the stick type controller (16e) and the position of the character (31) when
4. A character-behaviour-instructing method for use in a video game in which a simulated actual ski-jumping competitor character displayed on a display means (2) is allowed to perform a jump action in a game space simulating an actual ski-jumping hill comprising an approach and a takeoff, following a run-up action wherein the run-up action is started by an instruction means including a button (16b), characterized by comprising the steps of:

- allowing said character (31) to perform a jump action upon receiving changed information regarding a bend angle and values of x-coordinate and y-coordinate corresponding to the bend direction of an operating stick (16b),
- determining the jump conditions on the basis of the changed information of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate values outputted from the stick type controller (16e) and the position of the character (31) when the jump instruction is output, by a control means (62), and
- determining the speed of the operation stick (16p) of the stick-type controller (16e) to determine the leap-out angle of the jumping action by which the jump distance is determined.

5. A recording medium (5) containing therein a character-behaviour-instructing program for use in a video game in which a simulated actual ski-jumping competitor character (31) displayed on display means (2) is allowed to perform a jump action in a game space simulating an actual ski-jumping hill comprising an approach and a takeoff, following a run-up action wherein the run-up action is started by an instruction means including a button (16b), characterized by comprising a jump action step of allowing said character (31) to perform a jump action upon receiving changed information regarding a bend angle and values of x-coordinate and y-coordinate corresponding to the bend direction of an operation stick (16p),

- a determination step of determining the jump conditions on the basis of the changed information of the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate values outputted from the stick type controller (16e) and the position of the character (31) when the jump instruction is output by the jump control means (62), and
- a determination step of determining an operation speed of the operation stick (16p) of the stick-type controller (16e) to determine the leap-out angle of the jumping action by which the jump distance is determined.

Patentansprüche

1. Videospielvorrichtung, in welcher einer simulierten tatsächlichen Skisprungkonkurrenzenfigur bzw. einem simulierten tatsächlichen Skisprungkonkurrentencharakter (31), der auf Anzeigemitteln (2) angezeigt ist, erlaubt ist, eine Sprungtätigkeit in einem Spielraum auszuführen, welcher einen tatsächlichen Skisprunghügel simuliert, umfassend einen Anlauf und einen Absprung, umfassend:

- eine stiftartige bzw. stabartige Steuer- bzw. Regelsteuerung (16e), die einen Betätigungstift bzw. -stab (16p) umfaßt, der wenigstens in einer Richtung von seiner aufgerichteten Position biegbart ist, und Information betreffend wenigstens einen Biegewinkel einer Biegerichtung in einer x- und y-Koordinate und einen Biegewinkel des Betätigungstifts (16p) ausgibt;
- Instruktionsmittel, beinhaltend einen Knopf (16b) zum Instruieren bzw. Anweisen des Charakters (31), eine Anlaufbedingung zu starten;
- Steuer- bzw. Regelsteuerungsbetätiger-De
tektionsmittel (61) zum Detektieren eines Ein-Aus-Zustands des Knopfs (16b) und von Werten einer x-Koordinate und y-Koordinate entspre-
4. Charakterverhaltenanweisungsverfahren zur Verwendung in einem Videospiel, in welchem einem simulierten tatsächlichen Skisprungkonkurrentencharakter, der auf Anzeigemitteln (2) angezeigt wird, erlaubt wird, eine Sprungtätigkeit in einem Spielraum auszuführen, der einen tatsächlichen Skisprunghügel simuliert, umfassend einen Anlauf und einen Absprung, nach einer Anlaufaktivität, wobei die Anlaufaktivität durch Anweisungs- bzw. Instruktionsmittel gestartet wird, die einen Knopf (16b) beinhalten, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß es die Schritte umfaßt:


3. Videospieldarstellung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß:

der Spielraum ein simulierter Skisprunghügel (32) ist, umfassend einen Anlauf (33) und einen Absprung;
der Charakter ein simulierter Skisprungkonkurrent bzw. -wettkämpfer (31) ist; und


dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Sprungsteuer- bzw. -regelmittel (62) den Absprungwinkel bestimmen, durch welchen die Sprungweite des Skisprungkonkurrentencharakters (31) bestimmt ist, wobei der Sprungwinkel der Sprungtätigkeit von einer Betätigungsgeschwindigkeit des Betätigungsstifts (16p) bestimmt ist, wobei der Absprungwinkel der Sprungtätigkeit zu bestimmen, wenn die Schritte umfaßt:

durch die Betätigung des Betätigungsstifts (16p), wobei eine Sprungtätigkeit in einem Spielraum auszuführen, der einen tatsächlichen Skisprunghügel simuliert, umfassend einen Anlauf und einen Absprung, nach einer Anlaufaktivität, wobei die Anlaufaktivität durch Anweisungs- bzw. Instruktionsmittel gestartet wird, die einen Knopf (16b) beinhalten, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß ein Anlauf (33) und einen Absprung;
Appareil de jeu vidéo dans lequel un personnage de compétition de saut à ski réel simule (31) affiché sur un moyen d’affichage (2) peut effectuer une action de saut dans un espace de jeu qui simule un tremplin de saut à ski réel comportant une approche et un décollage, qui comprend :

1. Appareil de jeu vidéo dans lequel un personnage de compétition de saut à ski réel simule (31) affiché sur un moyen d’affichage (2) peut effectuer une action de saut dans un espace de jeu qui simule un tremplin de saut à ski réel comportant une approche et un décollage, dans lequel le décalage par lequel la distance de saut du personnage compétiteur de saut à ski (31) est déterminée, dans lequel l’angle de décollage de l’action de saut dépend d’une vitesse de manœuvre de la manette de commande (16p) du contrôleur du type manette de commande (16e), à manette (16e).

2. Appareil de jeu vidéo selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le dit moyen de commande de saut (62) permet, après fourniture d’une instruction de démarrage de course, d’exécuter une action de course seulement dans une période pendant laquelle la dite manette de commande (16p) est maintenue inclinée.

3. Appareil de jeu vidéo selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que le dit espace de jeu est un tremplin de saut à ski simulé (32) comprenant une approche (33) et un décollage ; le dit personnage est un compétiteur de saut à ski simulé (31) ; et le dit moyen de commande de saut (62) détecte une position du dit compétiteur de saut à ski (31) sur la dite approche (33) correspondant au dit décollage lorsque l’angle d’inclinaison de la dite manette de commande (16p) est modifié, et détermine les conditions de saut pour le dit compétiteur de saut à ski (31) conformément aux informations modifiées concernant l’angle d’inclinaison de la dite manette de commande (16p) et d’une position ainsi détectée.

4. Méthode d’instruction de comportement de personnage utilisable dans un jeu vidéo dans lequel un compétiteur de saut à ski réel simule, affiché sur un moyen d’affichage (2), peut effectuer une action de saut dans un espace de jeu simulant un tremplin de saut à ski réel comprenant une approche et un décollage, à la suite d’une action de course, dans lequel l’action de course est démarrée par un moyen d’instruction incluant un bouton (16b), caractérisée en ce qu’il comprend les étapes de : autorisation du dit personnage (31) à effectuer une action de saut lorsqu’il reçoit des informations modifiées concernant un angle d’inclinaison et des valeurs de coordonnée (x) et de coordonnée (y) correspondant à la direction d’inclinaison d’une manette de commande (16b), détermination des conditions de saut sur la base des informations modifiées de la coordonnée x et de la coordonnée y fournies par le contrôleur de type manette (16e) et de la position du personnage (31) lorsque l’instruction de saut est émise, par un moyen de commande (62), et détermination de la vitesse de la manette de commande (16p) du contrôleur de type manette (16e) pour déterminer l’angle de décollage de l’action de saut par lequel la distance de saut est déterminée.

5. Support d’enregistrement (5) contenant un programme d’instruction de comportement de personnage
utilisable dans un jeu vidéo dans lequel un personnage de compétition de saut à ski réel simulé (31), affiché sur un moyen d'affichage (2), peut effectuer une action de saut dans un espace de jeu simulant un tremplin de saut à ski réel comprenant une approche et un décollage, à la suite d'une action de course, dans lequel l'action de course est démarrée par un moyen d'instruction incluant un bouton (16b), caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend une étape d'action de saut permettant au dit personnage (31) d'effectuer une action de saut lors de la réception d'informations modifiées relatives à un angle d'inclinaison et des valeurs de coordonnée x et de coordonnée y correspondant à la direction d'inclinaison d'une manette de commande (16p), une étape de détermination des conditions de saut sur la base des informations modifiées des valeurs de coordonnée x et de coordonnée y émises par le contrôleur de type manette (16e) et de la position du personnage (31) lorsque l'instruction de saut est fournie par le moyen de commande de saut (62), et une étape de détermination pour déterminer une vitesse d'opération de la manette de commande (16p) du contrôleur du type à manette (16e) afin de déterminer l'angle de décollage de l'action de saut par lequel la distance de saut est déterminée.
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